
Morale
A unit must check morale one time if any of the following apply:
•Any group killed or pinned this turn.
•Any group out of command during morale phase.
•A unit must make one morale check if chosen by enemy player.
•Soft targets within unit attacked by mortars or artillery.
•Instructed to do so by Deck of Schmuck card played on unit

Morale Factor
+1  Militia Unit
+1  Each group killed or pinned this turn
+1  Fire on by Tanks, Gun armed Armored Cars, ATGM, Snipers, Mortars, Artillery, or Helicopter rockets this turn
+1  Any groups out of command
+1  per 3 dead markers (or fraction thereof) from own force within 3” of any group in unit or helicopters shot down on table.
+1  Any stand in unit receiving fire on flank (firer entirely behind front edge)
-1  Professional or Elite Unit
-2  Overall Commander with unit
-1  More than half of unit’s groups in terrain.

Each unit begins with three morale points.  Remove one point for each failed morale check.  Unit routs and is removed 
when reaches zero morale points.  A unit which does not move or shoot may pass a morale check to regain one morale 
point.

Turn Sequence
1)  Roll for late arrivals.  d6 for each unit of attackers.  d10 for each unit of defenders.  Unit arrives if die roll < current turn 
number.
2)  Draw cards for move order.   Move in order of cards.  Player drawing the ace moves first and draws one card from the 
Deck of Schmuck.
3)  Carry out all fire (Commando, Normal, ATGM)
4)  Remove pinned markers from previous turn
5)  Make morale checks due to command and fire
6)  Each force nominates one enemy unit.  That unit checks morale.
Movement
For each unit:
Roll 2d6, all groups in unit move based on same die

Infantry: 2d6 
Infantry Heavy Weapon: 2d6 -2
Cavalry: 2d6 +6
Amphibious Vehicle (water): 2d6 x1
Tracked Vehicle: 2d6 x2
Wheeled Vehicle (off road): 2d6 x2
Wheeled Vehicle (road): 2d6 x3
Helicopter @ NOE 2d6 x3
Helicopter @ low 2d6 x5
•Add +1 to movement die roll score if unit  is professional, elite or contains overall commander.
•Road vehicles (bus, car, etc.) must dice to move off-road:  score 3+ on d6 or unable to move that turn.
•Infantry Heavy Weapons may not move and fire on the same turn.
•Only infantry may enter difficult terrain.  If more than half of unit’s groups are in terrain, -3 to move die score.
•8” movement required to mount or dismount infantry from a carrier. This is the entire move for the infantry.
•6” of movement required to dismount/mount cavalry.  Can only dismount/mount at end of movement.

Unit Cohesion
To remain in command:
•Militia groups must be within 2” of another group in the unit.
•Regular groups must be within 4” of another group in the unit.
•Professional and Elite groups must be w/in 6” of another group in unit.
•Helicopters must remain within LOS of ground stands of same unit.

Roll d6, score > Morale factor to pass
6 automatically passes

1 automatically fails (unless elite)

Helicopter movement
Helicopters may fly at low altitude or may fly nape-of-the-
earth, taking advantage of cover.  Helicopters at low altitude 
are flying above all terrain features and can see any unit on 
the table not in a template.  Likewise, the helicopter may be 
seen by all units on the table.  Helicopters flying at NOE 
altitude trace LOS as normal.  Helicopters may change 
altitudes once per turn.  A helicopter must land (grounded 
altitude and no movement) to disembark any troops except 
professional infantry, which may disembark from any 
stationary helicopter at NOE altitude. 

Deck of Schmuck
Any morale or firing die score of “1” results in one draw from the Deck of Schmuck.  A player may only hold three Deck of 
Schmuck cards at any time.  A player that has more than three must immediately play or discard cards.



Firing
Roll d10 and add appropriate modifiers

+x Firer attack value vs. Target type (soft, armored, or aircraft)
+1 Firer is Professional
+2 Elite
+1 Firer is infantry with small arms in close assault (within 1” of target)
-1 Firer is Militia
-1 Firer moved this turn
-1 Firer is mounted cavalry
-2 Firer of ATGM pinned or killed in normal fire this turn.
-1 Target is over half range
-1 Target is in terrain
-x Target Armor (front/flank – use flank only if behind target front 180°)
-1 Target is helicopter moving fast or slow attack aircraft 
-2 Target is fast attack aircraft or helicopter performing pop-up attack

(armor marked with an * is open topped and treated as soft vs. small arms close assault or airborne direct fire)
(A unit with more than one weapon chooses one to fire)

Area Effect:
Weapons with an Area Effect template size center the template over the target and attack all stands with at least one center 
edge point under the template.  Weapons with an Area Effect marked C may make an area attack at -1.  Rocket and bomb 
attacks place one template each at regular intervals of 0”-2” along the line of fire.
Artillery
Direct Support or Air Support requests arrive on d10 roll of 5+
General Support request arrives on d10 roll of 8+.
Add modifiers from above in blue and +2 if fire requested by commander or F.O.

Final score ≤ 5 no effect
Final Score = 6-7 target pinned
Final Score ≥ 8 target destroyed

•Pinned units cannot move or fire next turn
•Pinned helicopters must go to NOE and 
move out of LOS next turn

Saving Throws
•Infantry targets beyond 12” range save on 
d10 roll of 5+.
•Dug In units save on d10 roll of 7+.

Weapon Range vs. 
soft

vs. 
armor

vs. 
aircraft

Area 
effect

Small Arms 12 +0 -1 [-2]
SniperA 18 +1 -1
Squad Weapons 12 +1 -1 -2
Heavy Machine Gun 18 +1 +0 (-1) 2” C
Multiple Heavy Machine Gun 18 +2 +0 (+0) 2” C

Recoilless Rifle 18 +2 +2
Light Automatic Cannon 24 +1 +0 (+0) 2” C

Medium Automatic Cannon 30 +1 +1 (+1) 2” C
Multiple Light Auto Cannon 24 +2 +0 (+2) 2” C

Medium AT Guided Missile 3-30 {+3} +3

Hand-held SAM 18 +1
Light SAM 36 +1

Light Tank Gun 24 +1 +1
Medium Tank Gun 30 +2 +2
Heavy Tank Gun 36 +2 +3

Light AT Guided Missile 3-24 {+2} +2

Heavy AT Guided Missile 3-36 {+4} +4

Light Recoilless Rifle 18 +1 +1

RPG 6 +2 +2 [-1]

Light Bomb +1 +0 2”

Off-table Heavy Artillery +2 +1 4”
Off-table Rocket Artillery +2 +1 6”

Medium SAM 36 +2
Medium Artillery Gun 30 +2 +0
Heavy Artillery Gun 36 +3 +1

Mortar 6-30 +0 -1 3”

Off-table Artillery +2 +1 3”

Aerial Rockets 24 +2 +1 2”

Heavy Bomb +2 +1 4”

Helicopters 
Helicopters are treated as normal vehicles 
which fire and get fired upon in the usual 

manner during the fire phase.  However, a 
helicopter may only be fired upon by small 

arms, vehicle mounted HMG’s, and dedicated 
AA systems unless grounded.  The helicopter 
receives a defensive bonus if it moved > 12”

during it’s turn.   Helicopters may conduct pop-
up attacks.  Must begin turn at NOE and 9” of 
movement is required.  Helicopter does not 
move or change facings, but may rise to low 
altitude to fire and then return to NOE.  Any 
unit that did not have LOS to helicopter at 
NOE, must take pop-up attack modifier if 

targeting it.

Aircraft
Aircraft are treated similarly to artillery, and 
must be called down to make a strike.  This 

should be conducted at the very beginning of 
the fire phase.  The plane is placed 8” from the 
target.  The planes flight path is a straight line 
from one table edge to another, passing over 
the target.  Once placed, any AA system may 
fire at the plane at any point on it’s flight path.  
If the attack occurs at a point up to the attack 
point, then the results are applied before the 
plane attacks, otherwise the plane’s result is 
applied before all other fire.  A plane that is 
pinned aborts the attack, but may return in 

subsequent turns. 
A Sniper’s cause pin result only except against leaders and FOs

(+X) = AA mount only, [+X] = vs. NOE helos only, {+X} = vs. vehicles only 


